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ABSTRACT
Effects of high buoyancy parameter on flow and heat transfer of two-pass smooth channels were investigated by

RANS simulation with SST model. Buoyancy number (Bo) ranging from 0.1 to 5.0, with corresponding
Ro=0.15/0.25/0.40 were studied. Results reveal that in the radial outflow passage, the Nu on leading surface (LE)
decreases compared to that of non-rotating conditions for lower Bo. However, a significant increase is observed for Bo
larger than 1.0 due to flow separation and enhancement the turbulence. Nu on trailing surface(TE) keeps increasing. In
the tip bend region, Nu increases significantly due to rotation. In the radial inward passage, the velocity profile shows a
double-peak profile. With the increasing of Bo, Nu on trailing surface decreases firstly and then increases until exceeding
leading surface.
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INTRODUCTION
Gas turbine has been widely applied to landed power generation, aircraft engine and other fields. In order to meet the

requirements of higher thermal efficiency, it usually operates in harsh environment with extreme high temperature. The
application of cooling technology is contributed to protect the blade from thermal stress and improve its operating life. In
the past few decades, many researchers have conducted extensive research on serpentine passages cooling, impinging
cooling and film cooling, which has been comprehensively reviewed by Han (Han, 2018).

It has been certified by many experiments that both Coriolis and rotating buoyancy forces significantly alter the flow
and heat transfer distribution in rotation coolant passages. Rotation number (Ro) and buoyancy parameter (Bo) were
firstly developed by Wagner et al. to study the rotating effects on heat transfer (Wagner, et al.,1991). Michael Huh et al.
investigated the heat transfer of rectangular (AR=2:1) two-pass channels under varying rotation number conditions, and
the ranges of the rotation number and buoyancy parameter are 0-0.45 and 0-0.8, respectively (Huh, et al.,2011). It
presented that rotation slightly reduces the heat transfer coefficient on leading surface (LE) and increases heat transfer
coefficient on trailing surface (TE) in radial outward passage, however the inward passage shows the opposite results due
to the reversal of Coriolis. Deng et al. studied the rotation effects on heat transfer with higher rotation number, and the
maximum rotation number reached 2.08 (Dend, et al., 2013). The different result was that heat transfer on LE in outward
passage is increased when rotation number higher than a critical number, which relates to the strong rotational buoyancy
forces effects. Effects of density ratio and rotational buoyancy forces in a serpentine multi-passage rotating smooth
channel were investigated by Wagner et al.(Wagner, et al.,1991a; Wagner, et al.,1991b), buoyancy parameter ranged
from 0.20 to 0.62. The results presented that the heat transfer coefficient on LE in outward passage reduced at low
buoyancy parameter cases, however obtained increases at higher buoyancy parameter cases. The heat transfer coefficient
on TE keeps increasing with increasing of buoyancy parameter. Johnson et al. investigated the effects of channel
orientation angles in rotating passage (Johnson, et al., 1993). Fu et al. studied the channel-aspect-ratio effects in rotating
two-pass-low-aspect ratio (AR=1:2 and AR=1:4) ducts (Fu, et al.,2005). Wright et al. studied the heat transfer
distributions in an one pass rotating rectangular duct (AR=4:1) with angled, V-shaped, and W-shaped rib turbulators
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(Wright, et al.,2004). Their researches also observed the above phenomenons, and both of them proved that the coupling
effects of rotation number and density ratio can be evaluated by buoyancy parameter. In addition, the heat transfer
enhancement in the tip bend region at rotation case was also confirmed by them.

About the heat transfer enhancement on LE in radical outward passage at higher buoyancy parameter, there are two
explanations. Wagner et al. pointed that the increasing of heat transfer coefficient was attributed to the destabilization of
the near-wall flow (Wagner, et al.,1991a; Wagner, et al.,1991b). However, Dutta et al. explained it as the mainstream
flow separation due to high rotational buoyancy forces (Dutta, et al.,1996). It is difficult to verdict which one plays the
main role between turbulence increasing and mainstream flow separation.

Although there are many experiments researched on the effect of buoyancy parameter, most of them investigated the
effect of rotation number and density ratio. There are fewer researches about the influence of rotation radius, because of
the limited variable range of rotation radius in experimental research. The range of buoyancy parameter has been
extended to 1.0, while it also fails to meet gas turbine operating cases (Bo=1.0-5.0). Based on the above analysis, the
main works of this simulation are as follows:

1）Study the effects of buoyancy parameter by changing rotation radius, and verify that the buoyancy parameter
includes the effects of rotation radius in evaluating heat transfer.

2）Continue to expand the range of buoyancy parameter, the maximum buoyancy parameter reached to 5.0, which
meets the gas turbine operating cases.

3）Provide more flow field information, including the tip bend region, radial outward passage, and radial inward
passage. Discuss the main flow factors that affect the heat transfer coefficient.

NUMERICAL SETUP

Physical Model
In this paper, the effects of high buoyancy parameter on flow and heat transfer of two-pass smooth channels were

investigated. The physical model of current simulation presents in Fig.1. The channel consists of two smooth rectangular
passages, which connected by 180°U-bend. In the first passage, mainstream is radial outward. After flowing through the
180°U-bend, the mainstream changes to radial inward in the second passage. A developing region is added before 1st
pass inlet, in order to ensure fully developed flow. On the Z direction, the up wall and down wall are the main research
objects, they are respectively named as leading surface(LE) and trailing surface (TE).

Figure 1 Schematic of a 2-pass Cooling Channel
The aspect ratio (AR) of this channel is 2:1 (Width 25.4 mm and height 12.7 mm), hydraulic diameter (Dh) is 16.9

mm. The length of each pass is 127 mm. In tip bend, the inner wall radius (ri) equals 12.7mm, the distance between inner
and side wall is 25.4 mm. The length of developing region is 100mm. The distance between the inlet section (ignored
developing region) and rotation axis is defined as rotation radius(R). The channel was divided into several parts: 4 parts
in development region (zone 1 to 4), 6 parts in 1st-pass (zone 5 to 10), 2 parts in tip bend region (zone 11 and 12) and 6
parts in 2nd-pass (zone 13 to18).

Definition of Parameters and Description of Simulation Cases
The rotation number represents the ratio of Coriolis and inertial force as shown in Eq(1). This simulation researched

three different Ro (0.15/0.25/0.40) by changing rotation velocity.

  h bR o D V  . (1)

The buoyancy parameter reflects the relationship between forced convection and natural convection, defined as
Eq(2). By changing non-dimensional rotation radius, the buoyancy parameter ranges from 0.1 to 5.0.

     2 hBo Ro R D   . (2)
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The local heat transfer coefficient (h) and corresponding Nusselt number (Nu) on walls are given in Eqs. (3) and (4).
Tw represents the local wall temperature and Tb represents fluid bulk temperature.

  w bh q T T  . (3)

hNu hD k . (4)

The heat transfer enhancement (Nu/Nu0 ratio) is given as Eq(5), where Nu0 can be calculated by the Dittus-Boelter
correlation.

   0 .8 0 .4
0 0 .0 2 3 R e P rhN u N u hD k . (5)

Based on the above description, the simulation cases are summarized as follow:
Table 1 simulation cases

Re ∆� � Ro Bo R/Dh

20000 0.135
0.15 0.1-3.0 32.5-1000
0.25 0.1-4.0 11.8-480
0.40 0.3-5.0 13.6-240

Mesh Independence and Result Verification
In the current study, ANSYS ICEM was used to discrete the geometry into full-structure mesh, as shown in Fig.2(a).

ANSYS CFX solver was used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations, and the turbulence model SST is selected. The
convergence criteria are that the imbalance of momentum and energy are both less than 0.5%. At non-rotation case, the
mesh independence was verified (Fig.2(c)). To meet the requirement of the SST turbulence model, the mesh of the area
near the wall was refined (Height 0.005 mm, Height ratio 1.2, Number of layer 20). Y+ verification results are shown in
Fig.2(b), all Y+ are less than 1. The physical model is closed to the experiment of Fu (Fu, et al., 2006). In order to verify
the accuracy of numerical simulation, the cases of Fu’s experiment (Re=5000, Ro=0.206, smooth channel) were
simulated firstly. The result presents in Fig2(d). It is clearly that numerical results are close to experimental results both
at non-rotation case and rotation case.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2 (a)Sketch of Structured Mesh (b)Y+ Verification (c)Mesh Independence Verification
(d) Comparison of numerical and experimental results

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Flow Field
Fig3 presents the flow field in meridian planes with different Bo. Here, Uref refers to the specified inlet velocity.

Similar to Bons and Kerrebrock’s PIV measurements (Bons and Kerrebrock, 1999), the flow field in mid plane is not
significantly effected by rotation, compared with LE and TE. For 1st pass (radial outward), the velocity near TE increases
with increasing of Bo. However, the velocity near LE significantly decreases at lower Bo cases, and flow separation
happens when Bo reached 1.0. Different from the significant rotation effects in 1st pass, the changes of flow field in 2nd
pass (radial inward) are not obvious. However, in the mid plane, it also can be observed that impact flow inducted by
180°sharp turning is weakened by Coriolis. In addition, it is obvious that rotation suppresses the reversal flow at the inlet
location of 2nd pass, this phenomenon was also observed by Liou and Chen’s LDV measurements (Liou, et al.,2003).
The complexity of flow field at rotation case is related to the combined effects of Coriolis, rotational buoyancy forces and
180°sharp turning, which will be discussed in detail as below.
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(c) Bo=1.0 (d) Bo=3.0

(b) Bo=0.3
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Figure 3 2D velocity vectors and non-dimensional velocity profile in meridian planes (Ro=0.25)
Fig4(a) presents the schematic of the flow in radial outward passage (Dutta, et al.,1996). The direction of Coriolis

towards TE in radial outward passage, velocity vector is tilted to the trailing side. The direction of rotational buoyancy
forces is opposite to bulk flow, which inducts flow separation near LE at a higher Bo cases. In the separation region, the
Coriolis acts towards LE to suppresses the flow separation. In radial inward passage, the situation is different, which
presents in Fig4(b). The direction of Coriolis turns to LE, driving the flow move to the LE. Rotational buoyancy forces
direction keeps towards rotation axis, however the bulk flow changes to inward direction, which inducts favourable
effects on flow near LE and TE. It is predictable that the velocity vector is tilted to LE at low Bo cases, but shows a
double-peak profile at higher Bo cases.

Fig5 and 6 present the velocity profile and non-dimensional eddy viscosity distribution in the central section of 1st
and 2nd pass respectively. In the right figure of Fig5, it can be obtained that the velocity vector is significantly tilted to
TE when Bo=0.1/0.3. A distinct flow separation happens near LE at Bo=1.0. Continue increasing Bo, flow separation
region has an obvious expansion. However, the region of separation flow does not keep expand at down stream location,
but appears periodic changes. This is attributable to a balance of rotational buoyancy forces and Coriolis. Rotational
buoyancy forces increases along the flow direction, which drives separation flow expanding. In contrast, the Coriolis in
flow separation region has negative effects on separation flow. The left figure of Fig5 shows the eddy viscosity
distribution in 1st pass, which reflects turbulence intensity. Compared with non-rotation case, increases in turbulence can
be obtained both on LE and TE at Bo=0.1/0.3, and the higher increasing happens at down stream locations and LE. When
Bo lager than 1.0, flow separation drives a significant eddy viscosity increasing at down stream location, correlated to a
steeper gradient in the velocity profile resulted by flow separation. The result is consistent with Dutta (Dutta, et
al.,1996).

The right figure of Fig6 shows velocity profile in 2nd pass. For non-rotation case, the upstream flow presents
double-peak profile because of the secondary flow coursed by 180°sharp turning. At the downstream location, the effect
of secondary flow is weakened, and the flow is uniformly distributed. For rotation cases, the upstream flow is effected by
skewed flow profiles from first pass, 180°sharp turning, Coriolis and rotational buoyancy forces. The double-peak profile
flow is tilted to LE at Bo=0.1/0.3, and the flow profile tends to be uniform with increasing of Bo. The downstream flow
reveals more significant relevance with Bo. For Bo=0.1/0.3, the downstream flow is tilted to LE due to Coriolis. When
Bo=3.0, higher rotational buoyancy forces strengthen the flow near LE and TE and create a double-peak profile flow at
downstream location. The eddy viscosity distributions in 2nd pass are given in the left figure of Fig6. Different from the
significant turbulence increases in 1st pass, the effects of rotation on 2nd pass are weakened, due to the dominant effects
of 180 ° sharp turning. For non-rotation case, compared with 1st pass, 180 ° sharp turning inducts a significant eddy
viscosity increasing in 2nd pass. Related to the weakening effects of Coriolis on the upstream impact flow, a decrease in
eddy viscosity was obtained at upstream locations when Bo=0.1, especially in the region near LE. For Bo lager than 0.3,
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eddy viscosity increases both on LE and TE with increasing of Bo, and TE obtains a higher increasing. That is
significantly associated with flow enhancement effects of rotational buoyancy forces.

Figure 4 Schematic of flow (a)Radial outward passage (b)Radial inward passage
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Figure 5 2D velocity vectors, non-dimensional velocity profile (left figure) and non-dimensional eddy
viscosity distribution (right figure) in the central section of radial outward passage ( Ro=0.25)
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Figure 6 2D velocity vectors, non-dimensional velocity profile (left figure) and non-dimensional eddy
viscosity distribution (right figure) in the central section of radial inward passage (Ro=0.25)

The 2D velocity vectors and non-dimensional velocity profile of tip inlet, mid tip and tip exit are presented in
Fig7(a). For the non-rotation case, a pair of Dean vortexes inducted by flow 180°sharp turning are observed at the mid
tip and tip exit locations, which drive the mainstream towards the outside and generate a low-speed flow reversal zone in
the inner region. When Bo=0.3/1.0, tip inlet velocity vectors show that Coriolis vortex inducted by rotation drives flow
towards TE. At the mid tip location, Coriolis vortex combines with one Dean vortex and occupies most region of
passage, the other Dean vortex is pushed to the corner near TE and side wall. The secondary flow near LE and TE are
both improved. At tip exit location, Coriolis vortex direction changes to LE, which acts opposite effects on the Dean
vortex and decreases secondary flow. The results are also consistent with Liou and Chen’s LDV measurements (Liou, et
al.,2003). For Bo=3.0, higher rotational buoyancy forces induct separation flow near LE at tip inlet location, generate a
Coriolis vortex towards LE in separation region and a Coriolis vortex towards TE in mainstream region. At mid tip
location, the Coriolis vortex towards LE occupies most region of passage, and combines with Dean vortex to enhance the
intensity of secondary flow. At tip exit location, the secondary flow keeps decreasing. Fig7(b) presents the non-
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dimensional eddy viscosity profile in tip bend region. It is clearly that eddy viscosity significantly increases with
increasing of Bo, and the higher increase occurs near LE.
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Figure 7 2D velocity vectors , non-dimensional velocity profile (figure a) and non-dimensional eddy
viscosity profile (figure b) in secondary planes in tip bend region (Ro=0.25)

Heat transfer distribution
Fig8 presents the average Nusselt number ratio(Nu/Nu0) along channels with varying Bo at Ro=0.25. Fig9 shows the

Nusselt number ratio(Nu/Nu0) distribution on LE and TE. In the 1st pass (radial outward), the heat transfer distributions
are significantly altered by rotation. Compared with non-rotation case, rotation leads to a 40% heat transfer coefficient
decrease on LE at Bo=0.1. However, TE has an obvious increasing in heat transfer. The heat transfer difference between
LE and TE relates to mainstream skewed to TE. When Bo=0.3, the heat transfer coefficient on LE has tiny increases than
Bo=0.1 case, while still below than non-rotation case. It is proved that rotational buoyancy forces have a favourable
impact on heat transfer on LE by increasing flow turbulence, although it is not enough to compensate the weakening
effects of skewed mainstream. When Bo higher than 1.0, both LE and TE have significant increases in heat transfer
coefficient, even 3.0 times as high as non-rotation case. That is attributed to the flow separation caused by high rotational
buoyancy forces, which strengthens the flow near LE. The more critical reason is the significant enhancement of
turbulence caused by flow separation. It is noteworthy that the heat transfer coefficient does not keep increasing along
flow direction but slightly decreases near the tip bend inlet. This is related to the negative impact of Coriolis on flow
separation, which has been explained before. The results are similar to Wagner’s experimentation (Wagner, et
al.,1991a), the difference is that Wagner obtained different Bo by changing density ratio, while this study obtained
different Bo by changing the rotation radius. It is certified that the effects of rotation radius on heat transfer are similar to
density ratio. Fig10(a) and (b) present the Nu/Nus-Bo at different locations (zone6 and zone8) in 1st pass with different
Ro. It is evident that heat transfer coefficient on TE keeps increasing with increasing of Bo. However, the heat transfer on
LE decreases first and then increases. The critical Bo is 0.1, and the maximum growth rate of heat transfer coefficient
occurs when Bo=0.6. These critical information is also similar to Wagner’s experimentation (Wagner, et al.,1991a). In
addition, the lines of different Ro are close to each other, which proved that Bo contains the effects of rotation number.

In the 2nd pass (radial inward), the changes of heat transfer coefficient are not obvious. That is mainly because that
180°sharp turn dominates the heat transfer in 2nd pass, the rotation effects are relatively weaker. More information can
be obtained in Fig10(e) and (f), which present the Nu/Nus-Bo at different locations (zone15 and zone16) in 2nd pass with
different Ro. The biggest changing on LE is only 20%, and shows no obvious correlation with Bo. While, heat transfer on
TE appears significant correlation with Bo. For Bo=0.1/0.3, eddy viscosity decreasing and flow skewed to LE both
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contribute the adverse effects on heat transfer of TE, and the heat transfer coefficient is reduced by 30%. With increasing
of Bo, higher rotational buoyancy forces induct eddy viscosity increasing and enhancement of flow near TE, proceed to
increase the heat transfer on TE and even exceed LE.

In the tip bend region, at non-rotation case, the heat transfer coefficient of zone12 is higher than zone11, which
related to the higher secondary flow and eddy viscosity inducted by flow 180°sharp turning. For rotation cases, Coriolis
vortex enhances the secondary flow of zone11 but weakens the secondary flow of zone12. In addition, rotation
contributes the favourable effects on eddy viscosity in the whole tip region. The increased secondary flow and eddy
viscosity at zone 11 both contributed to the increasing of heat transfer coefficient at zone 11. The largest Nu/Nus at zone
11 reaches to 3, which is obtained in Fig10(c). However, the largest Nu/Nus at zone 12 only reaches to 1.5, which related
to the opposite effects of increased eddy viscosity and decreased secondary flow at zone 12. The results are similar with
Huh’s experimentation (Huh, et al.,2011). For Bo lager than 0.3, the heat transfer coefficient at zone11 even exceeds
zone12.

Figure 8 Nu/Nu0 along channels with varying Bo at Ro=0.25
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Bo=0.3 LE
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Figure 9 Nu/Nu0distribution on LE and TE, with varying Bo at Ro=0.25
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Figure 10 Nu/Nus-Bo at different location

CONCLUSIONS
The effects of high buoyancy parameter on flow and heat transfer of two-pass smooth channels were investigated by

numerical simulation. The flow filed and heat transfer distribution are discussed. Based on the results, the following
observations and conclusions are made.
1) For radial outward passage, the flow profiled is skewed to TE due to Coriolis. Rotational buoyancy forces induct flow

separation near LE, which occurs when Bo larger than 1.0. The heat transfer coefficient on TE keeps increasing,
however the heat transfer on LE decreases first and then increases with increasing of Bo. Compare with flow
reversal near LE, eddy viscosity increasing plays the more significant role in the heat transfer enhancement of LE.

2) For radial inward passage, the flow profiled is skewed to LE at lower Bo. Higher Bo inducts double-peak profile flow.
Due to the dominant effects of 180°sharp turning, rotation effects on eddy viscosity and heat transfer is tiny. The
heat transfer on TE decreases first and than increases, until exceeds LE.

3) For tip bend region, the increased secondary flow and eddy viscosity at upstream location lead to a higher increasing
for heat transfer coefficient, while the opposite effects of increased eddy viscosity and decreased secondary flow
result in a tiny increasing at downstream location.

4) The effect of rotation radius on heat transfer in rotation channel is similar to that of density ratio, especially for radial
outward passage. The buoyancy parameter takes into account the effects of rotation number, rotation radius and
density ratio when evaluating rotational buoyancy forces effect on heat transfer.

NOMENCLATURE
Bo buoyancy parameter AR aspect ratio
Ro rotation number Dh hydraulic diameter
Re Reynolds number R rotation radius
Pr Prandtl number of the air T temperature
h heat transfer coefficient Tw wall temperature
k thermal conductivity of the air Tb bulk flow temperature
q’’ heat flux V velocity
ρ density of air VS secondary flow velocity
Nu Nusselt number Uref reference velocity
Nus Nusselt number for non-rotation case μ viscosity of air
Nu0 Nusselt number for fully-developed turbulent

flow in non-rotating smooth pipe
μt eddy viscosity
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